Press release
For immediate release
FIMAV @ 38 – Surprise reveal of two concerts
Thursday, March 3, 2022 – The team at the Festival International de Musique Actuelle
de Victoriaville (FIMAV) is revealing two concerts that will be part of the 38th
FIMAV 2022 edition as a surprise for their audience. All other concerts will be announced
on March 9 as scheduled.
DAKH DAUGHTERS (Ukraine)
With time, FIMAV developed a special
talent for finding provocative artists who
cross over geographical and musical
barriers,

yet

whose

music

remains

accessible to all. DAKH DAUGHTERS, an
all-female group from Ukraine, present a
colourful show where several genres are
combined: traditional Ukrainian music, jazz
and “Belle Époque” French chanson meet in
an approach that can only be described as
Musique Actuelle. FIMAV first invited this
group of singers-musicians-performers for
the 36th edition in 2020, which was
cancelled due to the COVID-19 pandemic.
Since then, the FIMAV team hasn’t given
up, and they finally intend to welcome them
to Victoriaville for the 38th FIMAV 2022!
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COLIN STETSON / MATS GUSTAFSSON (United States, Sweden)
COLIN STETSON (United States) and MATS GUSTAFSSON (Sweden) were invited to
perform in Victoriaville as part of the 36th FIMAV 2020, but as with DAKH
DAUGHTERS, it was ultimately a missed opportunity. In the spring of 2022, the 38th
FIMAV audience will finally have the chance to attend the first concert on Quebec soil of
these two giants of the saxophone, who will be sharing the stage to combine their
diametrically opposed—but oh so complementary—approaches!

All other concerts to be presented at 38th FIMAV 2022 will be announced next Wednesday,
March 9. That same day the Festival Passport will go on presale. This passport grants
access to all concerts and to the short film programs. The detailed schedule and individual
tickets will be made available later in March.
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